We use a variety of products to seal our
homes against two types of air movement:
• Air travelling between the interior and exterior of the home, and
• Air travelling between building systems (such as between floors
or through soffits).

We want to stop this air movement for two reasons:
• To increase energy efficiency by creating a tight air seal, and
• To prevent the spread of fire from one portion of the building
to another by suffocating it before it can travel.

Product Applications
Great Stuff FireBlock
• Effective fire and air barrier.

Great Stuff PRO Gaps & Cracks
• Effective fire and air barrier

Great Stuff Window & Door
• Effective air barrier.
• Not an effective fire barrier.
• Use only where fire seal is not necessary.

Dried foam
is WHITE

Dried foam
is ORANGE

Dried foam
is YELLOW

Rock Wool

FROTH PACK Foam Insulation Kit

(Sound Attenuating Fire Blankets)
• Effective fire barrier.
• Not an effective air barrier.
• Use only where air seal is not
necessary.

• Effective air barrier.
• Not an effective fire barrier.
• Use only where fire seal is not
necessary.

Fire Sealing Duplexes and Townhomes:
Foam and Wool at Demising Wall Framing
Use fire-rated expanding foam
for entire envelope of building.

Use strips of rock wool
to separate floors and
behind vertical framing
every 10 feet.

Foam is
expensive and
non-renewable.
Use as fire break
only where there
needs to be an
energy seal also.
Note: Some
municipalities require
rock wool at peak
between units. In
those cases, use both.

Rock wool is more
affordable and
made of recycled
content.
Use everywhere
seal is necessary
for fire code only.

Installing Rock Wool:
It is recommended that workers handling rock wool
wear both respiratory protection and gloves.
Cut batts of rock wool into approximately 2” wide strips.
• Wedge into gaps
between framing and
fire walls.
• Unlike normal
insulation, it’s
preferable to compress
rock wool to ensure a
tight seal.
• Be sure not to leave
any gaps!

For quality of finished product it doesn’t matter which is installed
first: rock wool or spray foam. But for worker comfort, installing
rock wool first means not having to work around wet foam.
Just make sure there
are no gaps between
rock wool and foam.

Best Practice:
Cutting strips of rock wool (as opposed to
pulling pieces apart) reduces the amount
of insulation dust produced.
• But rock wool is crumbly; don’t expect it to
hold its shape perfectly.
• It doesn’t have to be pretty. Just make sure
it’s wedged tightly into place with no gaps.

Installing Expanding Foam:
It is recommended that workers handling fire foam wear gloves.
(Preferably disposable nitrile gloves.)
Expanding foam is extremely sticky; that’s how it works
so well.
• It will stick to almost any surface: lumber, metal,
drywall… and construction workers.
• It cannot be removed from clothes.
• It cannot be removed from skin unless a Great
Stuff Construction Wipe is used while the foam
is still wet.
• Use caution – especially when working in enclosed
areas and when using Great Stuff overhead.
Always follow all manufacturer recommendations
found on can. In addition, make sure to:
• Keep foam warm while not in use.
• Use foam in warm conditions.
• For larger gaps where wet foam may fall out rather
than adhering, apply several layers and allow each
layer to cure before adding more.

Fire Sealing For All Homes:
Foaming Penetrations in Framing
For all Interior and
Exterior Walls, seal
with fire-rated
expanding foam:

Any Penetrations in
Roof sheathing

Any Penetrations in
Top plate

Any Penetrations in
All vertical framing,
at least every 10’

Any Penetrations in
Bottom plate

Any Penetrations in
Exterior sheathing

Any Penetrations in
Foundation walls

Any Penetrations in
Fire blocking and
fire soffits.

Sealing penetrations in top plates:
• Foam the underside (so inspectors can easily verify that everything is sealed).
• This can include: penetrations for wires, ducts, pipes – even unused holes.
Anything that would allow air to pass through the top plate – exterior and interior walls.

Sealing penetrations in
bottom plates:
• This can include: penetrations for
wires, ducts, pipes, metal holddowns – even unused holes.
Anything that would allow air to
pass through the top plate –
exterior and interior walls.

Sealing penetrations in exterior sheathing:
• These are holes straight through our exterior building envelope.
• Make sure to seal them as tightly as possible from the inside!
• Often this means foaming it completely over.
• Make sure no daylight shines through!
This can include: penetrations for exterior lights, exterior outlets,
doorbell wires, and occasionally hose bibs and gas pipes.

Don’t forget the
doorbell wire!

Sealing penetrations in fire blocking:
• The purpose of fire blocking (especially at stairs) is to create solid fire
stops within walls to prevent the spread of a fire.
• If a wire or duct penetrates this lumber stop, the fire has access to air
and can grow and spread.
• Sealing these penetrations helps suffocate the fire instead.

Always seal any penetrations, large holes, and gaps between solid fire stops.

But do not seal the gap between the
side of the fire block and the stringer:
• By code the stair drywall should
pass continuously through this gap.

If there isn’t enough room to
fit drywall between stringer
and fire blocking, seal that
gap tightly with rock wool.

Stair Stringer

Fire blocking

Sealing penetrations in fire soffits:
• Interior soffits are installed to hide mechanical systems which won’t fit within the walls.
•

This can include: HVAC venting from a range hood in a kitchen, plumbing which can’t be placed
inside an exterior wall, or ducts passing between floors.

Any soffits which create a space outside of a
wall cavity must be sealed for fire-proofing.
• This begins with hard materials (securely
fastened lumber and OSB) and finishes with
fire-rated expanding foam.
No matter how you frame a
soffit (like these for range
hood venting), all gaps and
joints must be sealed.

The goal is that no air from a
soffit/chaise can pass into an
adjacent wall, floor, or ceiling cavity.

This built-out exterior wall creates a
vertical soffit, called a chaise. Because
this open cavity could allow air flow
into other wall sections, all air gaps
between framing must be sealed.

Sealing penetrations in floor sheathing:
Penetrations in the subfloor (as opposed to those in bottom plates)
only need to be foamed if they are in an enclosed (non-living) space.
This can include: Framed soffits, tub surrounds.
For Example: Always seal completely
the hole under the tub drain.

1) Cut a piece of scrap
HVAC tin to fit.

For Example: You don’t
need to seal gas pipes or
drains coming through the
floor in living spaces like
bathrooms or water heater
closets. The tile and finish
silicone will seal it.

Make sure the metal does
not touch the water lines.

2) Attach with roofing nails.

3) Foam all edges and gaps.

Sealing penetrations in vertical framing:
• Fire stops within the walls are created by sealing all penetrations in studs and
vertical truss chords every ten feet.

In a duplex or townhome where you’ve already
used rock wool to seal vertical framing every ten
feet, you can just seal all penetrations in those
same studs on these firewalls.

10’
Everywhere else (on all exterior and
interior walls) start by sealing any
penetrations in corners and then
seal all penetrations every five studs
(ten feet) from there.

10’

The Installer’s Guide to Energy Sealing
Everything that creates an air seal to prevent the spread
of fire also helps us seal the building for energy efficiency.
But there are several other practices we perform on every
home to increase specifically its final energy performance.
These practices work in layers:
•
•
•
•

Exterior envelope (blueboard and tape)
Interstitial (exterior) seal (mid-wall: caulking/gluing framing components)
Interstitial (interior) seal (mid-wall: caulking outlets, sealing drywall,
foaming around windows and doors)
Final interior seal (caulking interior trim and two layers of latex paint)

“Wherever they are, air barriers should be:
•
•
•
•

Impermeable to air flow,
Continuous over the entire building enclosure,
Able to withstand the forces that may act on them during and after construction, and
Durable over the expected lifetime of the building.”
Builder’s Guide to Cold Climates, p.91

Exterior Envelope: Blueboard and Tape
We seal the entire exterior of the house in a continuous layer
of 1” XPS (extruded polystyrene) rigid blueboard foam.
• All joints should be butted tightly and taped.
This layer of blueboard serves two purposes:
• As an insulator to break thermal bridging, and
• As our exterior water/vapor barrier.

Exterior Envelope: Blueboard and Tape
Why is this XPS blueboard so important?
•
•
•

A conductive material which spans a wall (like
a 2x6 stud) is cooled by outside temperatures.
Where that material is surrounded by warmer
air, such as right behind the drywall within a
wall, it can cause condensation.
And when you take as much care to seal a
house against unwanted air movement as we
do, that creates a risk for mold and eventual
damage to wall components.

So we use 1” XPS blueboard (R-5) to break
that thermal bridge, creating a thermal
barrier between the cooler outside air and
the interior wall components.
• Now the studs can no longer directly transfer
thermal energy through the walls.
• We’ve significantly reduced the risk of
condensation within the walls—and any minor
amounts of moisture that do collect within the
walls can dry to the interior.

Mid-wall Seal: Framing Components
“Rigid materials such as gypsum board, exterior sheathing materials
like plywood or OSB, and supported flexible barriers are typically
effective air barrier systems if joints and seams are sealed.”
Builder’s Guide to Cold Climates, p.91

Seal subfloor to joists.
• Use low-VOC subfloor
adhesive to seal all
points of contact.

Seal exterior sheathing to framing.
• Use caulk (or panel adhesive) to
seal all points where OSB touches
wall framing.

Seal walls to floors.
• Seal rim board to sheathing
before standing exterior walls, or
• Seal bottom plate to subfloor
after home is dried-in.

In other words, if two building systems are being
fastened together, seal them together too.

Mid-wall Seal:
Framing Components

How does all of that create
a continuous air seal?
Drywall sealed to top plate

Exterior sheathing
sealed to framing at
all points of contact

Bottom plates sealed to subfloor
(under plate or at joint.)

Rimboard sealed to top plate
Subfloor sealed to
rimboard and joists at
all points of contact.

Sill seal gasket installed
between sill plate and
foundation

Rimboard sealed to sill plate

Sill plate sealed to foundation

Mid-wall Seal: Gaps and Penetrations
The following sealing practices should be performed after all trade roughs
(HVAC, plumbing, and electrical) are finished and before installing insulation.

Sealing electrical outlet boxes before drywall.
Create a complete seal around the
perforations and holes on all outlet
boxes, including around all wires.
This includes:
• The backs of all wallmounted boxes and
• The tops of all ceilingmounted boxes.

We also seal the edges of these ceiling boxes
(and all HVAC fans) to the drywall with
expanding foam after drywall installation.

Mid-wall Seal: Gaps and Penetrations
If bottom plates of exterior walls were not sealed to
subfloor during framing, be sure to caulk this gap before
insulating and drywall.

For larger gaps, use expanding foam.

Mid-wall Seal: Gaps and Penetrations
Sealing all gaps and penetrations around
Windows and Doors
Use only Window and Door
Great Stuff to completely seal all
gaps on all four sides of windows
and three sides of doors.
With doors especially, be sure to
fill the entire depth of the gap.

After the foam has cured and
hardened, use a sharp blade to trim
it flush with the window flange.
Because drywall contractors will
remove it quickly to install
window wrap, and most of the
foam will pull out of the gap.

Protecting the vinyl flange of the
windows with painter’s tape
before foaming makes clean-up
much faster and easier.

Mid-wall Seal: Gaps and Penetrations
Sealing additional gaps and penetrations within framing
When finishing fire sealing and
window/door sealing with
expanding foam, use the
remainder of open cans to seal
additional penetrations and gaps.

For fire sealing we foam penetrations
in vertical framing every ten feet. For
energy efficiency, it’s also good
practice to foam any penetrations in
window jacks and cripples and the
studs near exterior doors.

Mid-wall Seal: Drywall Installation
Sealing the edges of drywall to framing

Use flexible caulking
(caulk + silicone) to seal
the top edges of drywall
wallboard to top plates
of all walls: interior and
exterior.
Use flexible caulking to
seal the bottom edges
of drywall wallboard to
bottom plates of all
exterior walls.

Mid-wall Seal: Drywall Installation
How does all of that create
a continuous air seal?
Drywall sealed to top plate
Drywall sealed to bottom plate
Bottom plates sealed to subfloor
(under plate or at joint.)

Rimboard sealed to top plate

Subfloor sealed to rimboard and
joists at all points of contact.
Rimboard sealed or foamed to sill plate

Final Interior Seal: Caulk and Paint
Even the caulk and paint we use inside the home for
aesthetic finish serves a role in energy efficiency:
the final interior seal.
• This seal does more for indoor air quality than thermal
energy efficiency.

We use as many low-VOC and no-VOC caulks, adhesives,
and sealants in all stages of construction as are available.
• But some building materials still have some harmful
chemicals present.
• The final interior air seal prevents those chemicals
from off-gassing into the home.

For example, there isn’t yet a low-cost alternative to
MDF particle board, which we use as shelving and
window sill stock.
• MDF contains traces of formaldehyde, among other
•

chemicals.
So we seal all interior trim to the walls using low-VOC
caulk and cover with two coats of latex paint to seal
that MDF completely away from the living spaces.

